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Danaher & Gilbarco - Introduction
•Danaher, a diversified technology leader, designs, manufactures, and
markets innovative products and services with strong brand names and
significant market positions. Driven by strong core values and a foundation
provided by the Danaher Business System, Danaher's associates are
pursuing a focused strategy aimed at creating a Premier Global Enterprise.
•Danaher has roughly 50,000 employees worldwide with $12.7 Billion in
annual sales, NYSE: DHR, and is headquartered in Washington D.C.
•Gilbarco Veeder-Root is a division of Danaher and has annual revenue of
just over a billion dollar.
•Gilbarco is a leading global supplier of fuel dispensing equipment, fully
integrated point of sale systems for the global petroleum marketplace.
Gilbarco is headquartered in Greensboro, North Carolina with sales,
manufacturing, research, development, and service locations in North and
South America, Europe, Asia, the Pacific Rim and Australia.

Gilbarco Products

Gilbarco: Intro – Short Version
• Danaher is a large aggressive decentralized
manufacturer.
• Danaher culture prohibits central platform ERP or
datawarehouse. Currently use Hyperion
Enterprise to consolidate.
• Gilbarco is a larger platform (10% of DHR) that
globally has 10 ERP’s and also use Enterprise to
consolidate.
• Gilbarco looking for a ERP solution SAP/Oracle

Gilbarco: IT Culture
•Gilbarco infrastructure consists of 29 bolt on systems to an antiquated
ERP system.
•Our ERP system, MacPac, was created by Anderson Consulting roughly
15 years ago and has been maintained internally since.
•There was no defined process for pulling sales and margin data from the
system, and only a limited number of IT professionals were capable of
getting accurate information out. This caused various elements of the
business to build individual work arounds to get their jobs done, but also
several different versions of the truth.
•A large quantity of time was spent deciphering all the different sets of
data that had been pulled and which were actually correct.
•Requests through IT were time consuming and if the request was not
specifically spelled out the output may still not be the answer you need.

Gilbarco: IT Culture – Short Version
• Legacy System maintained by “seasoned” IT staff
(25 years+)
• Old Culture – Every request thru programmers,
months to do simple things, “I did what you told me
and you did not ask for that”
• New World - Datawarehouse, Essbase Cubes, BI
Reporting
• Old

Gilbarco: Management Culture
• Management meetings were not based on facts
but on assumptions, trends or opinion
• Business Results were never discussed until
completion of month end close

Gilbarco: Solution
•The above factors and others led us to the decision point that there
had to be a better more efficient way to do business.
•The decision was made to move to Hyperion Essbase as a reporting
tool and eventually move to Hyperion Planning for budgeting purposes.
•We purchased the software, brought in consultants, and started
building a sales and margin application prior to doing any ground work
planning or design sessions.
•This led to several pitfalls that could have been avoided with a more
thorough design involving different functions inside the business.
•The initial application was scrapped when we realized it would not
meet our needs. At that point we went through a more standard design
session using consultants and cross functional team members.

Gilbarco: “One Source of Truth”
•Planning

•Sales Force

•Fully
Automated
Sales Reports

•MacPac

•SQL Database

•PHASE I
•- Detailed Data Warehouse
•- Sales & Margin (Actual & Forecast)
•- Planned Savings of 840 Hours ($42,000)
•- Actual Savings of 1 full position ($75,000)
and 192 hours ($9,600)

•Essbase

•Commissi
on
Reporting

•Price
Reporting

•Distributor
Rebate
Reporting

•Margin
Reporting

•Fully
Automated
Order Reports
•Order History
Reports

•PHASE II
•- Fully Automated Sales Reporting
•- Rebuild Complete Order History (currently 1 mth)
•- SalesForce.com link to Data Warehouse
•- Eliminate Daily Updates (Manual Touch)
•- Push button sales reporting (Automated)
• including daily Orders, War Room, Margin
•- Planned Savings of 676 Hours ($33,800)

Gilbarco: Design Process
•Through our design specifications we determined the best solution to our problems would
be to create a SQL Data Mart and have it feed a Hyperion Essbase Cube.
•With the help of a consultant we concluded we needed to use an ASO cube as opposed to
traditional block storage due to the large number of dimensions and high volume of
members in a few of the dimensions.
•We realized a lot of our source metadata was a bad format for reporting, out of date, and
sometimes just plain wrong. As you all know, garbage in garbage out. With that thought
in mind we had to step back from our project and do a lot of cleanup of our source system
before we would get solid data out. The process of going through design really pointed out
a lot of these flaws and things that needed to be corrected.
•The load procedure we decided on was for data to be pulled out of MacPac into SQL. It
would then be validated back to the source system and a few calculations were performed
in the data mart such as price variance, volume, etc. Data would then be summarized into
views for Hyperion to grab through load rules automated by a MXL script. This was
scheduled through windows scheduler to run nightly after the SQL data mart updated
from MacPac. Once again the data in Hyperion was tied back to SQL and in turn the
source system.

Gilbarco: Next Steps
•We’re currently in the process of rolling out the finished product to the rest
of the business. Training sessions are being conducted with small function
groups to show what we’ve built and get feed back on types of reports and
reporting methods needed to sustain the business.
•We’ve designed numerous dashboard reports through the Web Analysis
Studio, more detailed reports in Financial Reporting, and ad hoc reports in
the Excel Add-In using VBA script to automate.
•Our next step will be to create an Essbase cube for inventory / excess and
obsolete inventory. After using a consultant for our first application we’ll
attempt this one in house with the expertise we’ve gained on the sales and
margin project.
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Gilbarco: Questions

???

